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EDITORIAL

The 2008 and 15th Extractive Industry Geology Conference in Cardiff was another successful meeting for
practitioners in the UK minerals sector. There were 45 oral papers presented and five posters. The majority have
emerged for publication. The papers comprise two principal groups to reflect the main themes of the two days
of conference, namely ‘Security of Minerals Supply’ and ‘Technical Issues in the Extractive Industry’.

Opening addresses were given by the EIG 2008 Chairman Alan Thompson and Jane Davidson AM, Welsh
Assembly Government Minister for Environment, Sustainability and Housing. The Ansel Dunham Lecture
was given by Nigel Jackson, Executive Director of the Quarry Products Association and Chairman of the CBI
Minerals Group, who has extensive geological and industry experience at senior managerial levels. He gave a
challenging overview of the state of medium and long-term aggregate supply in England, showing the
continuing decline in the replacement of supply through the current chaotic state of the mineral planning
process. Subsequent speakers presented supporting information or showed differences of approach emerging
in the marine aggregates, industrial minerals, coal and building stone sectors. Some of these approaches appear
excessively biased to community pressure and objector groups or over-simplified and likely to be politically
misleading. However this situation is interpreted, there can be little doubt that our nation’s future ability to meet
society’s demands for minerals (particularly aggregates) may become as precarious as our current power
generation capacity! It is important that all those involved with Extractive Industry Geology should be fully
informed and publicise such concerns.

The second group of papers illustrated the diversity of work relevant to professional practitioners and sound
operations. Papers ranged from geotechnics, groundwater and surface water issues to blasting technology as a
means of enhancing mineral sites, along with case studies on resources, reserves and the use of geodiversity in
applications for mineral development.

The Conference was managed by an informal committee with Alan Thompson as Chairman, Colin
Comberbach as Secretary and Graham Smith as Treasurer. The other members of the hard working organising
committee were Hazel Prichard, Anne Smith, Craig Arditto, Simon McCurdy and Jeremy Elvins. Amongst the
consultative committee those who were most active included David Harrison, Gerry Lucas, Peter Scott, Duncan
Wardrop and Geoffrey Walton.

The success of EIG Conferences depends on sponsors for their financial support and assistance at a variety
of different levels. On this occasion the sponsors included Aggregate Industries, APS Geoservices, British
Geological Survey, Capita Symonds, Cuesta Consulting, GWP Consultants, Hafren Water, Hanson, Lafarge
Aggregates, LSS Systems, MIRO, PGW&A, SRK Consulting, Tarmac and Wardell Armstrong. The School of Earth
and Ocean Sciences at Cardiff University was a supportive host for the conference. The Welsh Assembly
Government and The National Museum of Wales, and the firms and organisations that either exhibited at the
Conference or provided access for the field trips as well as sustenance are also thanked.

Members of the Consultative Committee have reviewed the manuscripts prior to accepting for publication.
The unedited abstracts of the oral and poster presentations from the conference where no manuscript was
forthcoming follow on from the main papers.

Bill Barrett, who made a major contribution to geology in the extractive industry in UK and was a long-time
supporter of EIG, sadly passed away in November 2009. A tribute to him is given at the end of these proceedings.

Jessie Horn of PGW&A is thanked for assistance in the editing process.

Attendees at this and any future EIG Conferences may obtain a CD of these Proceedings at a cost of £10, for
others the cost is £25. The individual papers are also available at www.eigconference.org

Editors

Peter W. Scott, Camborne School of Mines, University of Exeter
Geoffrey Walton, PGW&A and University of Leeds
April 2010
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JANE DAVIDSON
MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT, SUSTAINABILITY AND HOUSING, WELSH ASSEMBLY
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OPENING ADDRESS

Mae’n rhoi pleser mawr i mi groesawu Cynhadledd Ddaeareg Diwydiant Cloddiol 2008 i Gaerdydd.
Ymhlith cynifer o ddaearegwyr, efallai y dylwn i ddweud: croeso i wlad y Cambria. Yn ôl y wasg,
mae’n debyg fod daearegwyr yn America yn gallu enwi eu pris eu hunain, felly mae’n fraint eich cael
chi yma heddiw.

I am delighted to welcome the Extractive Industry Geology Conference 2008 to Cardiff. Amongst so many
geologists, I feel I should say welcome to the land of the Cambrian. And, as I understand from the press that
geologists in America can now name their own price, we feel privileged to have you here today.

Wales has a rich geological and minerals heritage. We have made an extraordinary contribution to world
mining for such a small country – a country, as they say, the size of Wales. Four thousand years ago Welsh
miners were working the copper below the Great Orme in North Wales - the mines date back to the Bronze
Age and are the largest so far discovered in the world. Welsh copper from the mine at Parys Mountain on
Anglesey dominated the world's markets during the eighteenth century, with the best ore being shipped to
Swansea for smelting before being sent round the world. Gold has been extracted from the “Dolgellau Gold
Belt” since pre Roman times, with a Welsh gold rush in the 1860s, and although mining has almost ceased,
exploratory works continue to this day.

When we think of minerals in north Wales, we think of slate. Welsh slate was exported all over the world -
as far afield as Cape Town and Buenos Aires. The politicians that sit in Westminster sit under a Welsh slate roof.

South Wales, of course, was synonymous with iron and coal. It was the growth of the iron industry in the
South Wales valleys that created the wealth to develop Cardiff. Cardiff experienced huge population growth
through the 19th century due to the economic expansion of the trade and the fortunes of the Bute family. Steady
increases in the early 20th century gave Wales its peak coal production when almost 60 million tons of coal were
produced by a quarter of a million men. The industry was once the biggest single employer in Wales.

We still need minerals. We depend on them for the energy we use, our transport, and the houses we live in.
Today, far outweighing other minerals, aggregates dominate Welsh mineral production. Nineteen million tonnes
of primary aggregates were sold in 2005.

On this scale, the extraction of minerals unavoidably competes with other land uses. Although you might take
some comfort from a recent poll, which found that while 80% of people hated casinos, only 60% hated quarries.

The decision of whether or not to work minerals in a certain area must be based on the principles of
sustainable development. Wales is one of the few countries in the world where sustainable development is
required by its constitution – we want to live within environmental limits in a just society. Although detailed
views may differ, sustainable development provides us all with a common vocabulary for agreement on some
first principles. You will have the opportunity to hear how Welsh policies address this in one of the conference
themes.

I know I am talking to an audience familiar with the reality of climate change. Our ancestors lived through
the fluctuations of the last ice age, adapting and readapting to a changing landscape as the great ice sheets began
to melt. We can see the footsteps of our Iron Age ancestors in the clays of the Severn Estuary. We can see the
Roman drainage operations and sea defences, a battle lost when in the mid-seventeenth century the Little Ice
Age forced the South Wales coastline well inland of the coast today.

Now, as the Stern Review highlighted, there is an overwhelming body of scientific evidence showing that
climate change is a serious and urgent issue. There should be no doubt over the science. It has been stated that
climate change due to human activities is the most serious problem facing humanity in the 21st century. We can’t
do as our ancestor’s did – pack our bags and go.



We must adapt and we must mitigate. Aggregates, and including recycled, secondary and marine aggregates,
are fundamental to our objectives, so forgive me if I concentrate on them.

Aggregates are critical to our coastal and flood defences. It is a sobering thought that some predictions for
future sea level rise are not too different to the changes of ten thousand years ago when the inhabitants of
Dogger lost their country to the North Sea.

Aggregates are vital to ensure that homes are built to minimise the use of energy. An average home in Wales
emits almost seven tonnes of carbon dioxide annually. By 2010, new homes must reduce this by a quarter
and our aspiration is for all new buildings to be zero carbon by 2011. But to build a new home and its
infrastructure can take two hundred tonnes of aggregates. We must ask questions about the carbon budget in
construction and maintenance.

Wales is committed to increasing the amount of energy generated from renewable sources. I can say that
with some confidence as I am also responsible for energy policy in Wales. The Renewable Energy Route Map
for Wales is the first strategic step to fulfilling our commitment to renewable supplies. We believe it is quite
feasible for us within 20 years to produce more electricity from renewables than we consume as a nation.
We must, therefore, consider carefully the opportunity to harness tidal power in the Severn Estuary. But it has
been suggested that some lagoon options might require two hundred million tonnes of aggregates – we must
consider the responsible sourcing of materials.

Talk of energy brings me to the UK coal industry. At present, coal-fired power generation is an integral part
of the Welsh energy mix. Of great interest in this context are the plans to design and build a pilot plant to
capture carbon dioxide at Aberthaw Power Station in South Wales. This will act as a crucial test-ground to
determine the potential of the technology. Given my energy responsibilities, I am delighted that this innovative
project will be tested in Wales.

We believe in making the best use of UK energy resources, including coal reserves, where it is economically
viable and environmentally acceptable to do so. Coal prices have tripled this year. But globally higher coal prices
are not transforming resources into reserves. Estimates of coal reserves are falling, at least in part because
industry has already removed most of the easily mined coal. I know that planning is often regarded as a
barrier to coal exploitation. Although trends in production have reduced concerns that the world is ‘running out’
of minerals, the potential limits that environmental and social factors may place on mineral availability are
receiving mounting attention. Will society be able or willing to pay the economic, social, and environmental
costs of obtaining them? The Welsh Assembly Government’s “One Wales” proposes buffer zones and Health
Impact Assessment as steps towards reaching an acceptable balance. There are no easy answers, but lots of
challenging choices.

In Wales, we acknowledge the importance of maintaining access to recoverable reserves of coal, and to other
minerals. We are determined to safeguard the most promising resources to ensure choice of supply for the
future. Our minerals’ policy reflects this.

I believe that we are in a period of change for minerals activity – as for much else.

The minerals markets have been based on cheap energy. Cheap oil has now disappeared forever. This
raises the issue of transport costs, and pressure to work minerals in sites that may be less desirable from a social
or environmental perspective. As geologists, rather than look for the location of the best minerals, you may need
to look for the best location for acceptable minerals.

Higher prices may create incentives to recover, recycle, or re-use a higher proportion of material. We must
increase the efficiency of use, and use of alternative materials. We must identify where there is scope for
better use of lower quality minerals. We must husband the resource. Geological information is critical. It needs
to be up-to-date, high quality and consistent.

It is the pressures of geology, demand, economics and planning policy that shape the minerals industry.
I welcome this conference as an opportunity to understand the key challenges that face us today and the actions
we must all take to meet them. It is events such as this conference that help to build strong working
relationships, to share information and to share innovations. I wish you all an interesting and enjoyable time in
considering the role of geology in feeding our minerals hungry lives.
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